
TALES FROM THE TOWER
 

Well, they say we never know what’s round the corner but sometimes we never even see the
corner coming, and I think this is one of those times. Everything is different now - Life may
never be quite the same again - but hopefully we will all pull through and perhaps learn some
useful lessons along the way. Not least, how to entertain ourselves, make a few achievements
( even clearing  out a cupboard can be an achievement, I find!) and enjoy the benefits that are
close at hand but often not noticed.
 
Last Sunday, with the threat of coronavirus and self-isolation looming suddenly near, we
ringers decided unanimously that being close together in a confined space for a period of time
was probably not a good idea. We agreed that we would suspend our Tuesday evening
practices and any ringing for Sunday evening services, plus any occasional extra ringing,  for
the time being but, as we felt that the congregation and town at large might find the sound of
bells on Sunday morning uplifting, we would continue to ring then.
 
By Tuesday afternoon, all that had changed. Self-isolation is the new buzzword, quickly
joined by Social Distancing. Since some of us are over 70 with one (me!) 80, it was clear that
if following the first ( as we must) we would not be able to continue to ring with a full team,
and the second destroyed hopes of even a small band, who would be partly our younger, less
experienced ringers, keeping even the lighter ‘front six’ bells going. 
 
Almost all towers in the country, as far as I can see, have taken the same decision and so,
sadly, the bells all across the land have fallen silent for the first time since 1939. That is my
entire lifetime and something I had hoped never to see again.
 
It may be that there are a few occasions when we would still ring. The VE Day
commemoration in May, for instance. Or a national event like (which of course none of us
wants) the death of a senior royal. Those are decisions to be taken at the time.  But for normal
services, which I understand may not be taking place anyway, there will be no welcoming
clamour overhead.
 
However, we will not be forgotten. It will, hopefully, be for no more than a few months,
perhaps even less, and meanwhile I will keep these Tales going with stories of ringing in the
past, ringing in other places, ringing worldwide. And one day soon you will all be able to lift
your heads and hear Tavistock’s  lovely bells  sound again over the town in an outburst of
joyous ringing. We won’t have forgotten how. It’s like riding a bike, you see - ringing is a
skill that never leaves you.
 
Here’s a motto for bellringers everywhere:
 
RINGERS PULL TOGETHER!
 
Donna Baker
 




